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Red signals for
green hydrogen

IndianOil’s research and development
centre has been working since the early
2000s to explore the use of hydrogen as
a fuel by mixing it with compressed natural gas (CNG) to make H-CNG.
In November 2020, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had announced the
launch of the National Hydrogen Energy
Mission. This was reiterated in the
Union Budget 2021-2022 and repeated
by Modi in his Independence Day
address to the nation.
In terms of government support for
green hydrogen, a cabinet note proposing
to make it mandatory for fertiliser plants
and oil refineries is in the works. The government also aims to extend the production-linked incentive (PLI) scheme for
manufacturing electrolysers to produce
green hydrogen.
According to industry body India
Hydrogen Alliance (IH2A), the annual
demand for hydrogen in the country is
around six million tonnes (MT), mostly
from fertiliser plants and refineries. “It
needs to go up to 28 MT by 2050 and 40
MT by 2060 if the net-zero carbon target
is to be achieved. However, by 2050,
nearly 80 per cent of India’s hydrogen
is projected to be “green” — produced
by renewable electricity and electrolysis,” a spokesperson from IH2A told
Business Standard.
IH2A’s members include Reliance
Industries and JSW Steel. Think tanks
TERI, Council on Energy, Environment
and Water (CEEW), and World Resources
Institute are partners.
According to Ashish Lele, director at
National Chemical Laboratory, Council
reforming process (SMR), where natural of Scientific and Industrial Research
gas is reacted with steam at high temper- (CSIR), building a green hydrogen ecosysature. This method is cheap but has a high tem in India will require considerable supcarbon footprint.
port. For instance, he said, indigenous
According to the International Renew- development of critical materials and
able Energy Agency’s World Energy local innovation for components can help
Transitions Outlook report, globally, 120 reduce electrolyser capital expenditure
tonnes of hydrogen is produced annually to below $300 per kilowatt.
and less than one per cent is green.
“Such innovation, coupled with attracInvestments are under way to ramp up tive financial incentives like the PLI
green hydrogen manufacturing. In scheme for electrolysers, can make green
December 2020, seven companies — hydrogen available below $2 a kg and
ACWA Power, CWP Renopen up enormous opportuewables, Envision, Ibernities for local consumption
drola, Ørsted, Snam and
and exports,” he added.
Yara — announced a glob“India should create a
al coalition to accelerate
national H2-themed Energy
> Gray: Using fossil fuels
the production of green
Transition Fund, with cohydrogen 50-fold in the
funding partnerships with
> Blue: Using fossil fuels
next six years. These
sovereign partners, multi-latbut with carbon
companies have targeted
eral agencies, clean energy
capture
the deployment of 25
funds and industry, with the
> Green: Using
Gw through 2026 of
aim to raise $1 billion by 2030
renewable energy
renewables-based hydrofor deployment towards
gen production.
national hydrogen projects of
> Current price of green
An analysis by the
a certain scale,” the IH2A
hydrogen: $6 perkg
Hydrogen Council, a
spokesperson added.
> Immediate target
Belgium-headquartered
Steel-making is one
price: $2 perkg
initiative to promote
industry where the transihydrogen adoption, found
tion to green hydrogen is
> Decade-long target:
that it will be feasible for
being studied. “However, we
$1 perkg
steel and fertiliser producsee that a 100 per cent green
tion, power generation
hydrogen operation will
and long-range shipping to adopt green only become viable in the next two
hydrogen if it is available at $2 per kg decades. We also find that access to
price. This is broadly the near-term target favourable renewable resources is critical
that is globally being worked towards, and towards achieving an early break-even,”
Ambani’s goal goes a step ahead.
a CEEW report said.
Meanwhile, India is taking its first
According to CEEW, producing
few steps. According to NTPC officials, green steel using only solar resources
only a handful of Indian companies pro- (which is true for most locations in the
duce electrolysers, which means most country) will push back the breakeven
of these are imported, making the cost period to 2050.
of production prohibitive. But there has
“An overnight transition to fossil-free
also been much talk and progress. steel-making will be highly expensive. In
IndianOil recently announced that it is 2030, the lowest cost of producing green
setting up the country’s first green steel is still 22 per cent higher than the
hydrogen plant at its Mathura refinery. blast furnace process,” the report added.

Making this environmentally friendly fuel viable
demands significant financial and technological
support to lower costs

TWESH MISHRA
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ukesh Ambani’s call to bring
down green hydrogen costs to
less than a fifth of present levels
has brightened the spotlight on this clean
fuel. Speaking earlier this month, the
Reliance Industries top boss said he sees
green hydrogen costs coming down to a
dollar per kg in a decade. But Ambani’s
clarion call will not be enough to reach
those levels; a mix of financial and technological interventions will be needed.
Much like any other fuel, hydrogen,
when burnt, can be used for industrial
purposes. But the by-product of burning
hydrogen is water, making it the most
environmentally friendly fuel. Green
hydrogen is hydrogen produced using
renewable energy through electrolysis.
This method uses an electrical current
to separate the hydrogen from the oxygen in water. This approach enhances
its sustainability but drives up costs.
According to The Energy and Resources
Institute (TERI), the cost of green hydrogen production is $5-6 a kg, approximately thrice the cost of predominant
technology that uses fossil fuels and is
called “grey hydrogen”.
But green and grey are not the only
two colours of hydrogen. According to a
compilation by the Scientific Information
Resource Division at the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, most of the world’s
hydrogen production is grey.
But there is blue hydrogen too (see box)
that captures the carbon dioxide produced in this process. “The carbon can
then be sequestered or otherwise used for
other purposes. This lowers the carbon
footprint. Depending on the process, blue
hydrogen can be produced from fossil
fuels, but it can also be produced from
nuclear power,” the compilation said.
Over 95 per cent of global hydrogen
production uses the steam methane

THE COLOURS
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Angels venture where
others fear to tread

Pointstoponderbeforeyougivewingtothe
angelinvestorlurkinginsideyou
HARPREET SINGH GROVER
You would have heard proverbs
that embody the difficulty of a
task (selling ice to Eskimos) or
the pointlessness of one (carrying oranges to Nashik). Shantanu Deshpande, founder and
CEO of Bombay Shaving Company, added to these adages
when he sold the idea of a shaving products start-up to a Sikh
angel investor: Me.
My wife, Bhakti, a Mumbai
girl, took an instant liking to
Shantanu when he first came
to visit us in Gurugram in 2016.
I liked him, too, but wasn’t sure
about investing in his start-up.
Shantanu’s pitch was simple. The razor market had only
one dominant brand. With the
rising affluence of Indians, they
would love to be able to choose.
The US had already tasted this
disruption with start-ups such
as Harry’s shaking up the sleepy
razor market.
Shantanu’s timing could not
have been better. At the time,
Vibhore Goyal and I were closing a deal to sell CoCubes, our
start-up in HR Tech, to Aon
Hewitt. Finally, we had come
into money. I had been making
tiny investments for a while.
The exit from CoCubes gave me
more cash to deploy.
Only, Bombay Shaving
Company did not appear to be
the right start-up. It was not a
technology start-up, the area I
understood. And, I had never
shaved and wasn’t about to
start. I told Shantanu so. But
two days on, I still found myself
replaying the things he had
said. His energy had been infec-

tious. So I decided to get with founders and share their
onboard. I was never going to passion. I did not always have
use his products, but expected this clarity.
Initially, I invested in ideas
a fun ride. And so it has been.
In five years, Bombay I thought would work or felt
strongly about —
Shaving
even if I was not
Company has It is not always
sure about the
raised $17 mil- possible to get to
founders.
I
lion. It has given know the founders.
thought I could
the early angels So, you pick up
help them do it
more than 10 signals, which are
right. I lost time
times the return of two types:
and money. But I
on their invest- data and people
gained clarity.
ment as well as a
If the founders’ decisionfun ride. I could have missed
both had I not been flexible making ability is ordinary, there
enough to put my personal pref- is not much you can do. A lot of
first-time angels think they can
erences aside.
help. Some try to extract an
Why, what, who
extra pound of flesh as “advisor
If you want to be an angel equity”. They learn their lessons
investor, ask yourself why you soon. The best founders do not
want to do it. Is it to make mon- dish out advisory equity easily.
ey? Do you want to advise They back themselves and love
young founders? Is it so you can their company enough not to
throw around equity.
talk about it at a party?
The answers determine how
much money you want to invest Finding founders
and the kind of founders you The surest way is to get to
want to put it on. For me, angel know the founders by spendinvestment is a way to work ing time with them and obser-

ving them. You want to see
how they execute projects, how
they deal with people and issues, how they solve problems,
and how real their commitment is. In case of more than
one founder, knowing them is
also a way to prevent the most
common reason why start-ups
fail: fighting founders.
But it is not always possible
to have the luxury of time and
opportunity to get to know the
founders. So, you pick up signals, which are of two types:
data and people.
In Shantanu’s case, I saw his
seniors from McKinsey, where
he worked before turning
entrepreneur, investing in
Bombay Shaving Company.
This was a positive people signal. If he was fresh out of college with no work experience,
I would have learned more
about him from his college
batchmates and seniors.
The data signals come from
what the founders have done
before. I must confess to a bias
towards founders from the best
colleges (Shantanu went to IIM
Lucknow). That tells me they
have competed and won before.
They can do it again.
If the founders have
worked in the past with a fastgrowing start-up as an early
member, that is also a source
of positive data signals. They
know what it takes. At times,
it is the founder’s moving personal story that tips the scales
in their favour.
Rare are the founders who
come with many positive signals, be it people or data. Those
are the ones who manage to sell
the idea of a shaving company
to a Sikh.
The writer, having sold his start-up
CoCubes, has become an angel
investor in several companies and
a coach to dozens of founders. He
has also written a book to recap
his entrepreneurial journey,
Let’s Build a Company: A Start-up
Story Minus the Bullshit
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In the name of the father

ADITI PHADNIS
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Has a chief minister of any state ever sent
his own father to judicial custody for making
remarks that disrespect a community? It
was a first. Chhattisgarh CM Bhupesh
Baghel’s father, Nand Kumar Baghel, was
sent to 15-day judicial custody by a court in
Raipur for allegedly making derogatory
remarks against the Brahmin community.
He refused to seek bail. In its complaint, the
community alleged that Nand Kumar
Baghel described Brahmins as “outsiders
(foreigners) who should either reform or get
ready to go to Volga from Ganga”. The police
station in charge said: “The Brahmin community raised an objection to the statement
made by Nand Kumar Baghel and complained to the police accusing him of creat- ears and to find out what was ailing the paring tensions and spreading hatred in socie- ty. But it is work-in-progress.
Buttrust theCongress to createproblems
ty.” Bhupesh Baghel said about his father:
“I respect my father as a son, but as a chief where none exists. Initially, after the Chhattisgarh elections were held in
minister, none of his mistakes
that will disturb public order The Congress govt 2018, as part of Rahul Gandhi’s
plan to introduce new Congress
can be ignored. No one is above is embroiled in a
faces in the state, Tamradhwaj
the law in our government, whole lot of
even if he is the chief minister’s controversies that Sahu was chosen to become
chief minister.
father.” The senior Baghel, who enable the high
Baghel — and the other big
is in his 80s, converted to command to
continue acting
Congress leader in the state, T S
Buddhism many years ago.
The cynical will dismiss this as arbiter. Putting Singh Deo — had just returned
as a political drama. And it is his father in jail is from Delhi where they had each
true that the event came in Baghel’s response been given some sort of assurance of getting the top job when
handy at a time when the chief to these complex
they landed in Raipur, only to
minister is facing political chal- power games
find that Sahu’s supporters were
lenges from his own party.
But Bhupesh Baghel faces next to no letting off celebratory fireworks. Like the
challenges from the opposition. The Bhar- proverbial tortoise, Sahu had won the race.
atiya Janata Party (BJP) has been comatose They returned to the airport and went back
after the 2018 Assembly elections when it to Delhi where the man who made all concould win only 15 of the 90 seats. Former tradictions disappear, Ahmed Patel, thrashChief Minister Raman Singh has been draft- ed out a half and half arrangement for chief
edintopartyworkasnationalvicepresident. ministership. As part of that arrangement
AndhraPradeshleaderandCongressimport Sahu was made home minister.
Then came Covid-19, and it claimed
into the BJP, D Purandeswari, and four-time
MLA from Bankipore in Bihar Nitin Nabin Ahmed Patel. Now you had only Singh Deo’s
were designated as the Centre’s eyes and word that he was given an assurance he

would be CM for the second half of the term.
When Baghel played the innocent and
refused to budge, Singh Deo ratcheted up
his protest a notch. And now Chhattisgarh
has a leadership crisis on its hands, matching the one in the other two Congress-ruled
states, Punjab and Rajasthan.
In between, reports of scams appeared:
that the government was on the verge of deploying public resources to rescue a medical
college in Durg that was in trouble. It was
no coincidence that the college was owned
by Baghel’s relatives. Singh Deo, who is health and panchayati raj minister, keeps reminding the CM that promises in the Congress
manifesto cannot be left unfulfilled. And
the central government is after Baghel over
plot allotments in Durg in cases dating back
to when Raman Singh was chief minister.
As chief minister, Baghel is realistic and
free of dogma. The rural economy is the
centrepiece of his government’s economic
policy. The scheme of purchase of cow dung
from farmers led to many theories about
the government’s soft Hindutva. Godhan
Nyay Yojana, or GNY, was launched in July
last year. Since then, the government has
disbursed ~64 crore to 1,40,000 cow owners
for the dung collected from them. This is
then transported to more than 3,500 government-run cowsheds where it is turned
into fertiliser and other products. And if
Raman Singh’s triumph was the public distribution service (PDS) reform, Baghel’s
promises to be procurement of grain: Chhattisgarh has set a record of procuring paddy
under the minimum support price (MSP)
scheme during the 2020-21 kharif marketing
year. No Chhattisgarh farmer is protesting
or demanding guaranteed MSP, secure in
the knowledge that the state government
will buy all his produce.
But with its genius for creating problems,
the Congress government is embroiled in a
whole lot of controversies that enable the
high command to continue acting as arbiter.
Putting his father in jail is Baghel’s response
to these complex power games.

